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Disclaimers
All statements, other than statements of historical fact, made and information contained in this presentation and responses to questions constitute
“forward-looking information” or “forward-looking statements” as those terms are defined under Canadian securities laws ( “forward-looking statements”).
Forward-looking statements may be identified by terminology such “believes”, “anticipates”, “expects”, “is expected”, “scheduled”, “estimates”, “pending”,
“intends”, “plans”, “forecasts”, “targets”, or “hopes”, or variations of such words and phrases or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”,
“could”, “would”, “will”, “should” “might”, “will be taken”, or “occur” and similar expressions).

By their nature, forward-looking statements involve assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, many of which are difficult to predict, and are usually
beyond the control of management, that could cause actual results to be materially different from those expressed by these forward-looking. Lundin Gold
believes that the expectations reflected in these forward-looking statements are reasonable as of the date made, but no assurance can be given that these
expectations will prove to be correct. In particular, this presentation contains forward-looking statements pertaining to: project financing and sources of
liquidity; the Company’s exploration plans and activities; the value of the Company and the trading price of its shares; estimates of mineral resources and
reserves; the rate of development of the project; production plans and profiles; projected capital and operating costs; permitting and regulatory approvals;
capital expenditures and requirements; the expectations of market prices and costs; the development, construction and operation of Fruta del Norte;
anticipated future tax payments and rates, cash flows and their uses; and benefits under the Company’s agreements with the Government of Ecuador.

There can be no assurance that such statements will prove to be accurate, as Lundin Gold's actual results and future events could differ materially from
those anticipated as a result of the factors discussed in the "Risk Factors" section in Lundin Gold’s Annual Information Form dated March 20, 2018, which is
available on SEDAR at www.sedar.com. Forward-looking information should not be unduly relied upon.

The technical information contained in this presentation relating to the Fruta Del Norte Project is based on a Technical Report prepared for the Company
entitled “Fruta del Norte Project, Ecuador, NI 43-101 Technical Report on Feasibility Study” dated June 15, 2016 with an effective date of April 30, 2016 (the
"2016 FDN TR"). Information of a scientific and technical nature in this presentation was reviewed and approved by Ron Hochstein, P.Eng., Lundin Gold’s
President and Chief Executive Officer, and Stephen Leary, MAusIMM CP(Geo), an independent consultant to Lundin Gold, both of whom are Qualified
Persons within the meaning of National Instrument 43-101 - Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”).

Unless otherwise indicated, all dollar values herein are in US dollars.

Important Information for US Investors
This presentation may use the terms “measured", “indicated“, “inferred" and “historical” mineral resources. U.S. investors are advised that, while such
terms are recognized and required by Canadian regulations, the Securities and Exchange Commission does not recognize them. “Inferred mineral
resources" and “historical estimates” have a great amount of uncertainty as to their existence and great uncertainty as to their economic feasibility. It
cannot be assumed that all or any part of an inferred mineral resource or a historical estimate will ever be upgraded to a higher category. Under Canadian
rules, estimates of inferred mineral resources may not form the basis of feasibility or other economic studies. Further, historical estimates are not
recognized under Canada’s NI 43-101. U.S. investors are cautioned not to assume that all or any part of measured or indicated mineral resources will ever
be converted to mineral reserves.

This presentation is not an offer of securities for sale in the United States or in any other jurisdiction. The Company’s securities have not been and will not
be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended and may not be offered or sold within the United States absent registration or an
application exemption from registration.

http://www.sedar.com/
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Agenda

• Introduction
• Ron Hochstein - President & Chief Executive Officer
• Alessandro Bitelli - Executive Vice President, Chief Financial 

Officer

• Fruta del Norte Gold Project
• Dave Dicaire - Vice President, Projects

• Fruta del Norte Exploration 
• Stephen Leary - Consulting Exploration Geologist

• Responsible Mining
• Nathan Monash - Vice President, Business Sustainability

• Closing Remarks
• Ron Hochstein - President & Chief Executive Officer



Introduction

Ron Hochstein - President & Chief Executive Officer
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Ecuador is an Emerging Mining 
Jurisdiction

• Development of attractive mining framework has lead to an 
influx of major mining companies
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Competitive Fiscal 
Framework
• Changes over past four years

• Accelerated depreciation

• Refund of VAT for mining since January 
2018

• Capital outflow tax recovery on goods

• Sovereign adjustment done on a discounted 
cash flow basis and includes all cashflows 
since the start of the concession

• Elimination of protective tariffs applicable 
on imports

• Fiscal stability contracts

• Further changes being considered
• Elimination of the windfall profit tax

• Elimination or amendment of the capital 
outflow tax
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Other Factors

• No restrictions on export of 
products

• The Government are also 
considering
• Further visibility and definition on 

“protected areas”

• Re-opening of cadastre system and 
changing method of granting 
concessions

• Improving permitting process for 
exploration activities
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Creating a Powerful Ministry

• Ecuador is consolidating Mining, Oil & Gas and Electricity 
ministries into one

• Will be the biggest source of foreign direct investment and an 
economic driver for the country

Mining
- Henry Troya

Oil & Gas Electricity

Ministry of Energy 
and Non-Renewable Resources

- Carlos Perez
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Other Governmental 
Changes

• Mining “ministry” part of newly 
formed “Pro Investment Counsel”

• Other ministries now staffed by 
“new faces”
• Ministry of Finance

• Ministry of Foreign Affairs

• Ministry of Foreign Trade
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Fruta del Norte is Among the Largest and 
Highest Grade Gold Projects in the World 
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Global Low Cost Producer

FDN AISC $609/oz

Source:  SNL Metals and Mining, public company filings
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Fruta del Norte Funding 
Substantially Complete

Project finance package of 
US$300 million with Orion 

Mine Finance and Blackstone 
Tactical Opportunities:

• Gold pre-pay term credit facility 
of US$150 million

• Stream credit facility of US$150 
million

• Offtake agreement for up to 2.5 
million ounces refined gold

Private Placement of US$400 
million:

• Newcrest investment of US$250 
million

• Lundin Family Trusts investment 
of US$50 million

• Orion investment of US$100 
million

Senior debt facility commitments 
for US$350 million from lenders 

syndicate:

• ING Capital LLC
• Société Générale

• Caterpillar Financial Services Corporation 
The Bank of Nova Scotia

• KfW IPEX-Bank GmbH
• Natixis

• Bank of Montreal



Fruta del Norte Gold Project

Dave Dicaire - Vice President, Projects
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Project Team with Global Mine 
Development Experience
David Dicaire
Vice President, Project Development
• Agua Rica Mine, Argentina (Glencore, prev. Xtrata)
• Cerro Verde Mine I & II, Peru (Freeport McMoRan)
• Quellaveco Mine, Peru (Anglo American)

Louis Gignac
Project Advisor
• Rosebel Mine, Suriname (IAMGold)
• Essakane Mine, Burkina Faso (IAMGold)
• Omai Gold Mine, Guyana (Mahida Gold, prev. IAMGold)

Matt Gignac
Project Director
• Rosebel Mine, Suriname (IAMGold)
• Merian Mine, Suriname (Newmont)
• Mouska Mine, Canada (IAMGold)

Meredith Arnould
Project Business Manager
• Cerro Verde Mine, Peru (Freeport McMoRan)
• Mount Milligan Mine, Canada (Centerra, prev. Thompson 

Creek)
• Endako Mine, Canada (Centerra, prev. Thompson Creek)

Doug Moore
Mine Development Manager
• Carlin East Mine, USA (Newmont)
• Buckhorn Mine, USA (Kinross)
• Lac des Iles Mine, Canada (North American Palladium)

William Matheson
Construction Manager
• Yanacocha Mine Phase 1, Peru (Newmont)
• Carlota Mine, USA (KGHM International)
• Sierra Gorda Mine, Chile (KGHM International)

Joel Lacelle
Offshore Services Manager
• Detour Lake Mine, Canada (Detour Gold)
• Raglan Mine, Canada (Glencore)
• Casa Berardi Mine, Canada (Hecla Mining)

Murray Wright
Supply Chain Manager
• Kansanshi Mine, Zambia (First Quantum)
• Tasiast Mine, Mauritania (Kinross)
• Otjikoto Mine, Namibia (B2 Gold)
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Fruta del Norte Project Progress

• Mine development progressing well and above target advance rates

• Site capture (earthworks and water management) almost complete

• Engineering at peak staffing to keep up with construction

• Major purchase orders in place and some equipment en route

• Critical concrete works (SAG & Ball Mills) on schedule

• Tailing Storage Facility (TSF) construction underway

• Powerline contractor mobilized

• Operations training program started
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Fruta del Norte Project Progress 
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Underground Mine Development Status

*Mine development up to and including April 29, 2018

Kuri

South Vent Shaft

*Mine Development Until May 31

K’isa

Kuri

K’isa
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Mine Development as at May 2018
• Kuri: 

• Total decline and auxiliary development 
advance of 853m with decline face to 
772m

• Total decline and auxiliary development 
was 147m in May

• Average of 4.73m/day vs target of 
4.42m/day based on actual ground 
conditions encountered

• K’isa:
• Total decline and auxiliary development 

advance of 970m with decline face to 
862m

• Total decline and auxiliary development 
was 190m in May

• Average of 6.14 m/day vs target of 
5.16 m/day based on actual ground 
conditions encountered
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Mine Development Photos 
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Mine Development Photos
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Mine Development Photos
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Mine Infrastructure in Place

Electrical Substation

Refuge Chamber
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Fruta del Norte Site Plan is Compact

Tailings

Topsoil

Earthworks 
Dump

Mine 
Waste

Process 
Plant 

Las Peñas
Camp

Portal 
Platform

Paste Plant

Quarry

River 
Road

North 
Access 
Road

Explosives 
Magazine
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Mine Waste Storage
Process Plant

Portal Platform

Portals

Site Plan for Plant and Mine Area
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Portal Facilities

Portals

Washbay

Dry and Mine Offices

Truckshops

Fuel Station

Batch Plant

Tirechange

Electrical and 
Compressed Air
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Portal Platform

Portals
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Portal Temporary Facilities Fit for 
Purpose

Warehouse
Mine Dry

Office Fab Shop
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Process Plant 3D Model 
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Process Plant Flow Diagram
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Process Plant Grinding Area On 
Schedule
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Tailing Storage Facility 
Construction

• Dam access road finished

• Completing polishing pond access road and 
construction has started 

• Starting topsoil stripping this month

• Aggregate from the Mountain Pass Quarry 
is required for dam construction

• Final Quarry EIA submitted for approval

• Detailed construction wet weather plan 
complete
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TSF Access Road Construction



Offsite Infrastructure
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North Access Road Will 
Improve Site Logistics

• Required for:
• Providing alternative access to site
• Creating a shorter and safer route
• Better route for large loads

• Progress at end of May 2018:
• 13km + 800m from site 
• 10km + 600m from El Pindal

• New bridge over Zamora River near Los Encuentros
• Design submitted to Ministry of Transport
• Completed land acquisition
• Construction bidding underway

• North Access Road expected to be complete in Q3 
2018
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North Access Road 

Km 10

Km 14
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North Access Road Km 14
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North Access Road Km 9
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Fruta del Norte will be 
Connected to the 
National Power Grid 
• Fruta del Norte powerline connecting to national 

grid at Bomboiza substation
• Need to procure metering and connection 

equipment

• Powerline from Bomboiza to Fruta del Norte -
42km at 230kV
• Environmental License granted in January 

2018
• Final powerline construction permits and 

agreements being finalized with the national 
utility

• Engineering, Procurement and Construction 
contract awarded in January awarded to 
Ecuadorian consortium
• Design complete
• Procurement of materials in progress
• Contractor has mobilized
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Powerline Routing
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First Gold Expected Q4 of Next Year

Fruta del Norte 
Development Timeline

2017 2018 2019 2020

Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

North Access Road

Mountain Pass Quarry Development 

River Road - √ COMPLETED

Site Earthworks and Construction 
Camp

U/G Mine Development

Process Plant Detailed Engineering

Process Plant Construction

Power Line Construction

Tailings Construction

Process Plant Commissioning 

Paste Plant Detailed Engineering and 
Construction

First Ore to Mill/Commercial 
Production
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Top Critical Paths

Mine Development

Risks • Maintaining advance rate
• Ground conditions and water inflow

Opportunities • Ground conditions better than expected
• Performance/productivity improvements above target

Powerline

Risks • Construction permits and contracts
• Bomboiza substation connection equipment required 

Opportunities • Working on multiple fronts

Tailings Dam 

Risks • Wet weather construction
• Volumes of rock fill required

Opportunities • Night shift and additional equipment
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Project Progress at End of May 2018

Overall

• Project is on schedule for first ore and first gold

Mine Development

• Progress to date 1.8km of development out of a total of 4.6km to first stope and 8.1km overall

Engineering

• 37% complete at the end of May vs a baseline plan of 46%
• Additional resources added

Procurement

• All mine equipment placed : 
• CAT- Scoops and Trucks
• Epiroc - Drills and Bolters
• McLean Engineering - Service Equipment

• Major plant equipment placed:
• Telesmith - Crushing
• Outotec - Grinding, Flotation and Filtration
• FLSmidth - Gravity, CIL/ADR, Detox, Gold Room
• ABB - Substation & Major Electrical

Construction

• 17% complete vs plan of 22%
• Critical paths being maintained
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Equipment Fabrication has Started 

Flotation Cells

Concentrate Filter
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Project Capital Expenditures

Source: See Lundin Gold news release dated May 30, 2017
1. Excluding taxes, advance royalties, working capital & financing costs

US$
(M)

Contingency $68.6

Capital Expenditures (to first gold)1 $730.3

Pre Production Revenue ($131.4)

Pre Production Cost $85.1

TOTAL CAPEX $684.0

• Capital Cost as of May 2018

• Incurred $138 million 

• Committed $332 million

• 73% of contingency remaining approximately one year 
into construction



Fruta del Norte Exploration

Stephen Leary - Consulting Exploration Geologist
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Geology and Exploration

• Fruta del Norte’s Discovery, Geology 
and Resource

• Epithermal targets in the Suarez 
Pull-Apart Basin
• Fruta del Norte Southwest

• El Puma

• Barbasco
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Fruta del Norte Discovery (2006)
Two key factors lead to the discovery:

• The re-interpretation of the Suarez Pull-Apart 
Basin sediment as syn- to post-mineralization: 
exploration focuses on locating buried 
epithermal systems within the basin

• The identification of altered basin sediment  
(marcasite, silica) with epithermal  pathfinder 
geochemistry - arsenic (As), antimony (Sb) +
mercury (Hg) at Fruta del Norte

Boulders of chalcedony-marcasite altered basin 
sediment with As, Sb + Hg

Geology map in 2006
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237.25m @ 4.14g/t Au

Discovery Drill Hole (CP-06-51)

• Drilling targeted buried 
mineralisation below 
the basin sediment (of 
unknown depth)

• Drill hole CP-06-50 
missed, but intersected 
buried sinter – a 
surface feature of 
epithermal systems

• CP-06-51 subsequently 
designed to intersect 
the basin floor below 
the discovery outcrop 
alteration

Basin 
sediment

Sinter

Discovery outcrop 
(epithermal alteration 

+ geochem)

Andesite
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Fruta del Norte Deposit
• The central part of the deposit is a very intense zone 

of epithermal stockwork and brecciation 150m in 
width

• Zones of exceptional high grade

CP-06-057
189.2m@26.41g/t

CP-07-100
248.53m@35.17g/tCP-06-059

195.69m@5.96g/t

Basin 
sediment

Andesite

Feldspar 
porphyry 
(andesite)

Drill Holes Meters

Fruta del Norte 335 133,105

Other Areas 230 56,579

Total 565 189,684
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Epithermal Textures

Crustiform-Colloform

Bladed calcite (pseudomorphs)

Hydrothermal Breccia

Crustiform-Colloform
Visible Gold

1.7m @ 763 g/t Au
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Fruta del Norte is an Intermediate 
Sulphidation Epithermal System

• Resource comprises an intense zone of quartz-carbonate-sulphide 
epithermal stockwork, hydrothermal breccias and larger veins

• Resource drilling has targeted the more ‘focused’ mineralisation in the 
central and northern parts of the deposit, but remains open to the south 
where the mineralisation is deeper and splays to a width of 300m

3.5 – 5.0 g/t Au

5.0 – 10 g/t Au

> 10 g/t Au

Fruta del Norte block model (looking west)

South North

H
e

ig
h

t 
3

0
0

 m
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Probable Reserves Represent Only 67%   
of Indicated Resources

Tonnes
(000 t)

Au Grade
(g/t)

Ounces
(000 oz)

Transverse Stope 11,685 8.82 3,314

Overhand Drift & Fill 3,905 10.36 1,301

Underhand Drift & Fill 711 10.77 246

Development Ore (> 4.7 g/t) 96 11.02 34

Development Low Grade (> 2.7 g/t) 375 3.70 45

TOTAL 16,774 9.16 4,940

Category
Tonnage
(000 t)

Au Grade
(g/t)

Contained 
Metal

(000 oz 
Au)

AG Grade
(g/t)

Contained 
Metal

(000 oz Ag)

Indicated 23,800 9.61 7,350 12.9 9,890

Inferred 11,600 5.69 2,130 10.8 4,050

Mineral Resources, inclusive of Mineral Reserves at December 31, 2015

1. The Qualified Person for the estimate is David Ross, P.Geo., an employee of Roscoe Postle and Associates ("RPA"). The estimate has an 
effective date of December 31, 2015.

2. Mineral Resources are reported inclusive of those Mineral Resources that were converted to Mineral Reserves; Mineral Resources that are 
not Mineral Reserves do not have demonstrated economic viability.

3. Mineral Resources are reported at a cut-off grade of 3.5 g/t Au; which was calculated using a long-term gold price of $1,500/oz.
4. Mineral Resources are constrained within underground mineable shapes that assume a minimum thickness of 2 m; metallurgical recovery 

of 94%; total operating costs of $145/t milled (mining cost of $60/t milled; process costs of $35/t milled; G&A costs of $15/t milled; surface 
infrastructure costs of $28/t milled; concentrate transport and treatment costs of $7/t milled); royalties of $71/oz and selling costs of 
$65/oz.

5. Numbers may not add due to rounding.
6. See “Project Update” in the Annual Information dated March 20, 2018.

Probable Mineral Reserves at December 31, 2017
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Fruta del Norte Southwest Target -
Truncated Min

• Fruta del Norte ore body 
dips to the west

• West Fault clearly 
truncates the Fruta del 
Norte orebody along its 
western edge

FDN 
Deposit

East

West-East oblique cross section, FDN block model and drill holes

West
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Fruta del Norte 
Southwest

Untested area

• ‘Roots’ of Fruta del Norte have 
never been found

• West Fault is interpreted as 
sinistral
• Any truncated  mineralisation 

will be offset to the south

Plan view, Fruta del Norte block model and drill holes

250 m

Open
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Suarez Pull-Apart Basin
• Fruta del Norte epithermal gold-silver deposit occurs buried at the 

northern end of a Jurassic pull-apart basin structure

Fruta del Norte

The Suarez 
Pull-Apart 
Basin
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Suarez Pull-Apart Basin has Ideal 
Conditions for the Formation of Large 
Epithermal Au-Ag Deposits 

“In the shadow of the head frame”• Dilational structures for the  
circulation of mineralizing fluids

• Volcanism below the basin (the  

heat engine)

• Structures and volcanism  that 
were active over a long time  
period

• Basin sedimentation (burial)  
preserves the mineralisation
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November 2016: The Basin Doubles 
in Size
• Mapping delineates extensive  

late andesite cover and 
colluvium in the central and  
southern basin

• The basin doubles in size to  
from 8km to 16km long
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Basin Alteration & Geochemical Model
• Hydrothermal fluids flow up dilational basin faults

• Sediments begin to fill the basin as it subsides

• Mineralizing fluids continue to flow through the permeable basin sediments after 
burial

• Producing high level epithermal geochemistry (As, Sb ± Hg) and  alteration (marcasite 

± chalcedony, illite/smectite) within the basin sediments

Schematic cross section across the basin (W-E)
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Suarez Basin Targets
• Targets are a combination of 

As and Sb soil and rock chip 
anomalies, alteration 
mapping  and structural
interpretation
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Epithermal
Pathfinder  
Elements in Soil  
Geochemistry -
As
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Epithermal
Pathfinder  
Elements in Soil  
Geochemistry -
Sb
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El Puma Target

• Extensive area of altered sediments 
with As and Sb (covers at least 4km²)

• Six scout drill holes to locate a buried 
epithermal system completed (assays 
pending)

Altered basin sediments  
(marcasite with As and Sb)
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El Puma/Puente-Princesa Trend

• Epithermal mineralization 
outcropping at Puente-Princesa 4km 
north of El Puma (2004)

• El Puma and Puente-Princesa on 
Basin structural trend?

Angular epithermal float (up to 9.41g/t
Au)

El Puma

Puente-
Princesa

1km

Basin 

margin

Barbasco

Puente-Princesa 

channel sampling
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Barbasco has Structural Similarities to 
Fruta del Norte
• Coincident As and Sb soil  

anomaly in altered Suarez 
conglomerate  that follows a 
sharp ridge

• Similar position relative to the 
basin margin and orientation 
(NNW) as Fruta del Norte

Soil samples, antimony
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Barbasco has Similar Geochemistry to 
Fruta del Norte
• Very strong 2.5 km long Sb and As soil anomaly in basin conglomerate

• Similar As:Sb ratios to Fruta del Norte

Soil samples, Sb.
Red dots >3ppm
Magenta dots >5ppm 

Soil samples, As.
Red dots >25ppm
Magenta dots >50ppm 

500 m

Basin 

margin

Basin 

margin

Late (Fruta) 
andesites
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Barbasco - ZTEM

• Southern end of the soil anomaly 
is covered

• Shallow ZTEM suggests target area 
may be 3.8km long

Altered basin sediments (marcasite) with 

arsenic and antimony

Soil samples, Sb.

Basin 

margin

500 m

Antimony soil samples over ZTEM data, 200m below surface 
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Barbasco - Epithermal Gold in Outcrop
• Outcropping epithermal vein in the 

underlying andesite assayed 7.73 
g/t Au and 8.32 g/t Au

• A grab sample from an altered 
andesite outcrop assayed 5.89 g/t 
Au

• The vein parallels the soil anomaly 
and dips under the conglomerate 

Epithermal qz-carb-sulphide vein (20-50cm) (7.73 and 8.32g/t Au)

Soil samples, Sb.
Red dots >3ppm Sb
Magenta dots >5ppm Sb 

Basin 

margin
500 m
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Barbasco - Paleoplacer Gold?
• Streams draining the Barbasco area 

contain significant quantities of alluvial 
gold (up to 45 gold grains in a pan) -
interpreted to be eroding from the 
conglomerate beds

• Conglomerate also contains epithermal 
quartz clasts

• Interpretation: in the Jurassic an 
epithermal system was exposed along the 
active basin margin and  was shedding gold 
and clasts into the basin

Basin 

margin

500 m

Gold grain colour counts from single pans of sediment

An alluvial miner in a Barbasco stream
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Porphyry-Epithermal Relationship

• Epithermal systems are linked to porphyry systems at depth
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ZTEM Data - Deep
Porphyry Alteration? 

• ZTEM is an airborne resistivity 
survey that utilizes the earth's 
natural electromagnetic fields

• Ideal for detecting large zones of 
deep porphyry alteration (resistivity 

lows)

• Porphyry alteration below the  
Suarez basin is interpreted to be 
related to the Fruta del Norte 
andesite magma chambers and 
provided the heat (and metal) for the 
epithermal  systems

ZTEM data, 1200m below surface

El Puma

Puente-
Princesa Barbasco

Fruta del 
Norte

Porphyry 
alteration at 
depth below 

Fruta del Norte?

Suarez Basin 
outline

2 km
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Next Steps

• Continue surface work to further define El 
Puma/Puente-Princesa trend

• Obtain permits for Barbasco drilling

• Develop underground Fruta del Norte 
exploration plan 
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Exploration Joint Venture
1

• Newcrest can earn up to a 50% 
interest through expenditures of 
US$20 million over a five year 
period

• Under the earn-in, Newcrest is 
committed to spend a minimum of 
US$4 million over the next two 
years

• Option to spend a further US$6 
million over the following 18-
month period to earn initial 25% 
interest

• Option to spend an additional 
US$10 million to earn a further 
25% interest

• Newcrest will be the operator of 
the joint venture

1. See February 25, 2018 news release
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JV Assets Along a Porphyry Copper Belt

• The porphyry copper belt 
represents the root zone of 
the Jurassic volcanic arc

• At least 25 porphyry copper 
(± Au, ±Mo) prospects in the 
>120km belt (only southern 
half of belt shown)

• The most advanced is the 
Mirador Cu-Au deposit, 
currently being developed

• Confirmed porphyry copper 
mineralization at Valle de 
Quimi

Mirador 
(Tongling and CRCC)

Mirador Norte
(Tongling and CRCC)

Porphyry copper deposits and prospects

Fruta del 
Norte

Maicu

Valle de 
Quimi

Las 
Nubes

Sandia
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Fruta del Norte - Within a 
Major Mineralized Trend 

• One of the world’s largest and highest grade 
gold projects being developed

• Intermediate sulphidation epithermal gold-
silver system that formed under ‘ideal’ 
conditions

• These conditions are likely to have existed 
elsewhere within the Suarez Pull-Apart basin
• El Puma, Barbasco and Puente-Princesa targets

• Exploration joint venture with Newcrest are 
along a porphyry copper belt
• Valle de Quimi, Sandia and Las Nubes targets



Responsible Mining

Nathan Monash - Vice President, Business Sustainability
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Role of Mining in Sustainability

• Mining can be a catalyst for sustainable economic 
development when undertaken responsibly

Platform for
Broad-based

Economic
Development

Human
Capital

Infrastructure

Natural
Capital

Financial
Capital

Protecting
Ecosystem

Services
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Social Context Surrounding Fruta del 
Norte 

• Zamora-Chinchipe is among the least developed provinces of Ecuador

• Little existing industry - prominent economic activities are coffee, 
plantains, cocoa, dairy and artisanal mining

• Strong levels of community support for the development of Fruta del 
Norte - evidenced in annual perception surveys and ongoing engagement

• Significant expectations exist around employment, community 
investment, and economic opportunities

• No communities or people live within the area of direct influence

• Area indirect influence is primarily composed of the parish of Los Encuentros 
(LE) - population of approximately 4,000  

• Town of LE has a population of approximately 1,200 and is the nearest large 
community to Fruta del Norte (42 km via current road)
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Making Responsible 
Mining a Priority

• Responsible mining starts with Lundin 
Gold’s Fundamental Principles:

• Working safely

• Environmental stewardship

• Respect

• Our priority is to establish and maintain 
trust with local communities:

• Listening

• Jointly identifying priorities

• Establishing processes to collaborate on key 
challenges in a transparent and pragmatic 
way
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Community Roundtables Play a Vital 
Role in Working With Local Communities 

• More than 170 people from eight 
communities jointly identified and 
prioritized key issues associated 
with the arrival of large-scale 
mining

• Resulted in the creation of eight 
roundtables, which have met 
every six weeks since mid-2016 
(15 rounds)

• More that 2,200 participants

• More than 20 government 
entities

• Multiple national and 
international NGOs

Promotion of 
community values

Environmental 
Responsibility 

Employability Traffic accidents 
and road 

infrastructure

Local business 
opportunities 

Agricultural 
development 

Inter-institutional 
coordination

Tourism 
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Maximizing Local 
Workforce

• Addressing informality in the local market and low 
educational levels

• Training for operations
• High school equivalency
• Rigorous selection process for approximately 300 local 

community members
• Focus on underground and plant operators
• Five-month intensive program

• Training for construction program that leverages existing 
skills in local communities
• Certification programs
• Truck operators
• Short-courses for construction, welding, electrical and 

others
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Local Employment in Action 

Employment Lundin Gold and Contractors - End of May 2018

Ring 2
Yantzaza Canton

RING 1

RING 2 

RING 3

RING 4

EX PAT

758

278

199

1,303

28%

10%

7%

5%

49%

EMPLOYEES
%

TOTAL
2,667 100%

129

Ring 1
Los Encuentros

and the 
surrounding 

communities of 
Playón and Rio 

Blanco

Ring 3
Zamora Province

Ring 4
Rest of Ecuador
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Local Procurement Strategy

Network 
building and 
mentoring

Access to 
finance

Technical 
assistance / 

skills

Market 
access

Increased 
Local 

Benefits
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Local Procurement at Work
84
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• Jointly-defined local procurement strategy:

• Definition of local and meaning of “prioritization” in procurement process

• Reserve List

• Certification process is first step, with ongoing support 

• Number of local suppliers approximately 300
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Catering Las Peñas
Case Study1

• Catering Las Peñas started with 30 employees in 
2015 and now has 233 employees 

• 41% from the parish of Los Encuentros and 80% 
from the province of Zamora Chinchipe

• Catering Las Peñas developed its own local 
procurement program 

• Currently purchasing more than $100,000 worth 
of products per month from Ring 1

• Challenge: widening Catering Las Peñas’s client 
base and supplier network as Fruta del Norte 
transitions from construction to operations

1. See Lundin Gold 2017 Sustainability Report at 
www.lundingold.com

http://www.lundingold.com/
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APEOSAE Case Study1

• Non-profit cooperative of agricultural exporters 
from Zamora Chinchipe

• 425 small farmers producing organic coffee, 
plantains and cacao

• In 2017, APEOSAE reached a major business goal: 
business sustainability and positive cash flow

• Sales in 2017 reached $300,000 - a 62% increase 
over 2016

• This was the result of:
• Retaining previous customers

• Acquiring three new buyers

• Diversifying products to include plantain chips 

• Improving quality and productivity

1. See Lundin Gold 2017 Sustainability Report at 
www.lundingold.com

http://www.lundingold.com/
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Ecolac Case Study1

• Before Los Encuentros Ecolac collection point: 0 liters 
of dairy collected 

• Now: average of 14,700 liters per month collected

• Program currently benefits 13 local families 

• Monthly income for families has increased 81% since 
Ecolac collection point was establish
• 2015 family income from dairy $299 per month

• 2017 family income from dairy $542 per month

• Challenge:  further ramping up this program to 
incorporate additional dairy farmers

1. See Lundin Gold 2017 Sustainability Report at 
www.lundingold.com

http://www.lundingold.com/
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Lundin Gold’s Relationship with 
Indigenous Peoples

• No indigenous communities are within Fruta del 
Norte’s area of direct influence

• Fruta del Norte does not cover any ancestral 
indigenous land

• Fruta del Norte does not impact upon indigenous 
people’s cultural heritage

• Lundin Gold recognizes the importance of 
indigenous culture

• Investments and planning with the Zamora Chinchipe Shuar Federation as well as local 
Shuar communities
• Framework engagement agreement

• Specific partnerships to strengthen Shuar culture and language

• Shuar ethno-cultural center inaugurated June 15, 2018

• Integration of the Shuar people into training programs
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Planning for the Future
• Moving from construction to operations can be a 

sensitive moment in any project’s development

• The 2018 - 2019 transition program is specifically 
designed to address this stage for Fruta del Norte 

• Partnering with the Lundin Foundation to 
leverage their expertise in this area

• Projects are being developed with the objective of 
creating new economic opportunities
• Further improving existing businesses in 

agriculture, dairy and ranching

• Improving the quality of local goods and 
services so they can access other markets

• Assisting locals in obtaining formal 
certifications for their existing skills

• Continue with training programs for local 
businesses



Closing Remarks

Ron Hochstein - President & Chief Executive Officer
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Building a Leading Gold 
Company
• Ecuador is emerging as an attractive mining 

jurisdiction

• Fruta del Norte will be the first large-scale 
underground mine in the country

• Project funding substantially completed, based 
on current estimates

• Mine development remains critical path and 
progressing well above target advance rates

• Exploration upside exists near the deposit and 
within the Suarez Pull-Apart Basin

• Mining is leading to sustainable economic 
development 

• First gold expected in the fourth quarter of next 
year
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Becoming a Mid-Tier 
Gold Producer

• Lundin Gold views Fruta del Norte as a 
foundational asset 

• Goal is to be a million ounce producer

• Organic expansion potential exists

• Accretive M&A opportunities with a 
focus on North and South America
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